We present a novel algorithm for generating three-dimensional unstructured tetrahedral meshes of multi-material images. The algorithm produces meshes with high quality since it provides a guaranteed dihedral angle bound of up to 19.47
Introduction
With medical data sets, one can generate conforming quality meshes of the spatially realistic domains that help producing computer aided visualization, manipulation, and quantitative analysis of the multi-dimensional image data. The domain of interest often includes heterogeneous materials that specify functionally different characteristic properties, so it is usually segmented into multiple regions (materials). In finite element analysis, each material is assigned individual attributes. Thus, meshes with conforming boundaries describing each of the partitioned material regions need to be generated.
There are three conceptually different approaches to triangular and tetrahedral mesh generation: Delaunay refinement methods, advancing front methods, and adaptive space-tree methods. Delaunay refinement methods [5, 8] use the Delaunay criterion for guiding element construction after point insertion. These methods allow for the mathematical proofs of element quality and good grading. Quality is traditionally defined as the ratio of the circumradius of the element to the length of its shortest edge. Advancing front methods [9, 14, 20] build the mesh in layers starting by dividing the boundaries of the mesh into edges (in two dimensions) or triangular faces (in three dimensions) and work toward the center of the region being meshed. Some of the advancing front methods [16] combine the Delaunay triangulation and advancing front ideas, however, no theoretical guarantees are usually available. Adaptive space-tree methods [6, 11, 17] build graded meshes from adaptive space subdivision (e.g., quadtree in two dimensions, standard octree or octree of body-centric cubic lattice in three dimensions). Sometimes theoretical guarantees on the quality in terms of dihedral angle are provided. This work falls into the third category.
The generation of geometric discretizations from segmented multi-material images presents a number of challenges. In particular, a mesh should meet constraints on both the shape and the size of its elements, and must conform at the material boundaries. In addition, the algorithm must handle arbitrary topology. In this paper we present an algorithm for constructing tetrahedral volume meshes that satisfy the following criteria:
1. Elements with arbitrarily small angles which cause the stiffness matrix in FE analysis to be ill-conditioned do not appear in the mesh. Specificly, we guarantee that all dihedral angles are above a user-specified lower bound which can be set to any value up to 19.47
• . 2. The mesh offers a guaranteed bound on fidelity to the underlying materials. In particular, the two-sided Hausdorff distance between the boundaries of the mesh and the boundaries of the materials respects the user specified fidelity bounds.
3. The mesh is able to offer a faithful topology of the materials. In other words, mesh boundary is guaranteed to be homeomorphic to the object surface. We discuss the concept of homeomorphism, and give a sufficient condition for the approximation to offer homeomorphism. 4 . The mesh contains a small number of elements that comply with the three guarantees above.
The implementation is as fast as other image-to-mesh conversion codes.
There has been a significant amount of work on guaranteed quality mesh construction. Isosurface Stuffing [11] is a guaranteed-quality tetrahedral meshing algorithm for general surfaces under the assumption that the surface is a smooth 2-manifold. It offers the one-sided Hausdorff distance guarantee from the mesh to the model. If the surface is a smooth manifold with bounded curvature, it also provides the one-sided Hausdorff distance guarantee from the model to the mesh. Using interval arithmetic to account for vertex movement, the dihedral angles for the mesh with uniform sized boundary are proved to be above 10.7
• . However, the method presented in this paper is able to achieve a minimum dihedral angle bound of 19.47 • . Expanding on the ideas from Isosurface Stuffing [11] , J.Bronson et al. designed a software called Cleaver [4] for generating surface and volumetric meshes from three-dimensional imaging data. By designing a generalized stencil for lattice tetrahedra that contains different materials, their method is able to handle volumetric domains consisting of multiple materials. The method guarantees the element quality by proving that the dihedral angles are bounded above 2.8
• . It offers a one-sided Hausdorff distance guarantee from the surface mesh to the boundary of the materials. However, it is not proven that the Hausdorff distance bound is two-sided and the mesh is topologically accurate.
Liang X. and Zhang Y. [12] proposed an octree-based dual contouring algorithm with guaranteed mesh quality for closed smooth surface. The algorithm first generates an adaptive octree, then it adjusts the octree grid points to the input surface if they are too close to the input surface. Finally, a dual contouring method with two minimizers is applied to generate the tetrahedral mesh. However, this method only handles single-material geometry model, and there is no proof of geometric accuracy. The minimum dihedral angle bound (proved to be 12.04
• with a small perturbation) is smaller than our minimum dihedral angle bound 19.47
• . Foteinos et al. [7] present a Delaunay meshing algorithm with several mathematical guarantees. They proved that the tetrahedra in the output mesh have radius-edge ratio less than 1.93. The two-sided Hausdorff distance between the object surface and mesh boundary is bounded by a user-specified parameter. Using a strategy called -Sample [2, 3] , the mesh boundary is proved to be ambient isotopic to the object surface. However, the method only supplies the circumradius-to-shortest-edge ratio bound. Even if this ratio is very low, the absence of almost flat tetrahedra called slivers is not guaranteed.
To guarantee a faithful topology of the materials, the generation of a watertight surface mesh that is homeomorphic to the object surface is our initial step. A number of previous approaches deal with the extraction of isosurfaces from scalar fields or implicit surfaces. SnapMC [19] is an isosurface extraction algorithm using an extended Marching  Cubes lookup table and a warping technique. The lookup table has 3 8 = 6561 entries, based on three possible cases of each cube vertex: with its scalar value greater than the isovalue, less than the isovalue and exactly equal to the isovalue. However, generating a lookup table with 6561 cases is labor intensive and error prone. Instead, our lookup table generates cutting edges on each of the cube face, so it has only 3 4 = 81 entries totally, therefore avoided the unnecessary complexity. Moreover, the warping technique adopted by SnapMC can change isosurface topology, such as eliminating small components and merging vertices. In contrast, our method always maintains the original topology.
Plantinga S. and Vegter G. [18] presented an algorithm that generates an isotopic piecewise linear approximation of implicit curves and surfaces. The guarantee of topological correctness is achieved by splitting the octree cells such that the cells are parameterizable using interval arithmetic. Unlike our algorithm, the cases where the surface passes through vertices of the grid were handled by considering the function value to be strictly positive. However, the mesh quality and geometric accuracy were not considered in this method. Our algorithm allows for any user-specified bounds on two-sided Hausdorff distance, and the mesh quality is also guaranteed.
Kazhdan M. et al. [10] designed an algorithm for generating a watertight isosurface from an octree without extra refinement of the octree nodes or modification of their values. The algorithm uses a set of binary edge-tree derived from the octree's topology to generate iso-edges on node faces such that the iso-edges of a node are closed loops. Using the minimal area triangulation, the method triangulates iso-polygons of octree nodes without self-intersections. The method targets at correctness and computational efficiency as well as memory overhead, mesh quality and representation accuracy are not considered. Our algorithm targets at a good quality volume mesh with faithful topology and geometric accuracy, so we made a trade off between number of octree nodes and a good volume mesh.
This work builds upon the Lattice Decimation (LD) method [6] . LD is a tetrahedral image-to-mesh conversion algorithm that allows for guaranteed bounds on the smallest dihedral angle (up to 35.26
• ) and on the 2-sided Hausdorff distance between the boundaries of the mesh and the boundaries of the materials. The LD algorithm constructs an octree and splits the octree until no leaf contains voxels from multiple materials. Then it fills the octree leaves with high-quality elements. This initial mesh has a large number of elements, so the authors designed a post-processing decimation step using vertex removal operation [21, 22] while at all times maintaining the required fidelity and quality bounds. However, the decimation step is a greedy algorithm which was not designed for smooth transition in element size. In fact, it can produce clusters of small elements surrounded by much larger elements. In this work, we refine the octree to a lower level so that we avoid tiny elements, therefore, the issue can be mitigated. Moreover, although LD maintains the material connectivity, it does not guarantee topological fidelity. We designed a new technique based on the enforcement of a single manifold condition that solves this problem.
In the presented algorithm, we approximate the boundary of the materials with a set of triangular patches in octree leaves using a pre-defined intersection edge look-up table. The triangular patches all together form a waterproof surface mesh which is proven to be homeomorphic to the boundaries of the materials. We achieve the two-sided Hausdorff distance bound by constructing a sequence of such surface meshes until the fidelity condition in each leaf is satisfied. The octree leaves are filled with high-quality elements from a pre-defined triangle look-up table. The quality of the final mesh is proved by analyzing all possible predefined shapes of the tetrahedra filling a cubic leaf of the octree. During decimation, the initial mesh is coarsened to a much lower number of elements while at all times the quality, fidelity and topological requirements are maintained. Although the proposed approach requires more computational time to construct the initial coarse mesh, our measurements show that it meshes three-dimensional images of practically significant sizes in time that matches the performance of the LD method and a Delaunay open source mesh generator Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL), since the initial coarse mesh saves computational time during decimation.
Definitions and preliminaries
Let Ω ⊂ R 3 be the domain of a multi-material segmented image composed of a collection of voxels V. Ω contains the object Φ ⊂ Ω to be meshed. Φ is composed of a finite set of distinct materials Φ = n i=1 Φ i . A function f : V → {0, 1, ..., n} is defined such that each voxel v is assigned a label of a single material or of the background. In particular, v evaluates f to a positive integer i if it belongs to the material Φ i , or to 0 if it lies in the background.
A quadtree (octree) subdivision is called satisfying the 2-to-1 rule if any two neighboring squares (cubes) differ at most by a factor of two in size.
A mapping µ : X → Y defines a homeomorphism between two compact Euclidean subspaces X and Y if µ is continuous, one-to-one and onto. The inverse function µ −1 is also continuous.
A manifold is a topological space that is locally Euclidean. Each point of an n-dimensional manifold has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to the open unit ball in R n . A manifold with boundary is a manifold with an edge. The boundary of an n-manifold with boundary is an (n − 1)-manifold.
Before we define the single manifold condition, we define the boundary leaf, image boundary, the image boundary edge, the image boundary face and the image boundary vertex first. We call a leaf of an octree or a quadtree a proper boundary leaf if it contains more than one material; a boundary leaf is either a proper boundary leaf, or it contains only one material, but at least one of the voxels that are incident upon the cube faces is adjacent to a voxel of a different color through voxel face. Image boundary is the union of voxel faces that separate voxels of different colors. It includes the interior boundary and exterior boundary. The exterior boundary separates the materials from the background, while the interior boundary separates different materials. An image boundary edge is an edge of a voxel upon which a voxel of a different color is incident. This definition applies for both two-and three-dimensional cases. In the three-dimensional case, an image boundary face is a face of a voxel upon which a voxel of a different color is incident. The end points of image boundary edges and the corner points of image boundary faces are called image boundary vertices. The single manifold condition below applies to the boundary leaves. The construction of the waterproof surface mesh which is homeomorphic to the boundary of the materials relies on this condition.
Single manifold condition The intersection of the image boundary with each of the boundary leaves is an (n − 1)-manifold with boundary, n being the dimension.
Specificly, in the two dimensional case, the image boundary edges form a 1-manifold with boundary, a chain composed by image boundary edges. On this chain, every image boundary vertex has two neighbors, except the first and the last ones, which have only one neighbor. The closed cycle is not included, because every image boundary vertex on the cycle has two neighbors. Figure 1a is an illustration of the two-dimensional single manifold condition on a quadtree leaf. It shows a boundary quadtree leaf that contains two materials (white and blue). It respects the single manifold condition, because there is only one chain such that the two image boundary vertices at the end of the chain have only one neighbor and all the other image boundary vertices have two neighbors. Figure 1b shows a boundary quadtree leaf that contains three materials (white, blue and gray). It violates the single manifold condition, because there are two chains with four image boundary vertices at the end of the chains that have only one neighbor. In the three dimensional case, the degree of the image boundary edge is defined by the number of boundary faces that are incident upon the edge. In a boundary octree leaf, the image boundary faces form a 2-manifold with boundary, a sheet on which the degree one image boundary edges form a cycle and all the other image boundary edges are degree two edges. A closed surface is not included, because every image boundary edge on the closed surface is a degree two edge. Figure 1c is an illustration of the three-dimensional single manifold condition on an octree leaf. It shows a boundary octree leaf which respects the single manifold condition. In this leaf, the image boundary faces form a sheet on which the degree one image boundary edges form a cycle and all the other image boundary edges are degree two edges. Figure 1d shows a boundary octree leaf which violates the single manifold condition. In this leaf, the image boundary faces form two sheets with two cycles that are composed of degree one image boundary edges.
Methodology
The proposed algorithm is described as follows. The algorithm takes a two-or a three-dimensional multi-material image as its input. The user also specifies as input the target fidelity bounds (two-sided Hausdorff distance) and the desired angle lower bound. The angle lower bound should be less than or equal to 19.47 • . The algorithm outputs a quality mesh which satisfies these bounds. The main steps performed by our algorithm are illustrated in Figure 2 . For explanation purposes, in Figure 2a we show a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R 2 represented by a two-dimensional image. The size of the image is 128 × 128 pixels. It defines a slice of a simplified human brain (shown in cyan) with a tumor (shown in yellow) against a white background. The input dihedral angle bound is set to 19.47 • , and the fidelity bounds are both set to two voxels. Figure 2b shows the Euclidean distance transform of the input image. Figure 2c shows the fidelity zone, i.e. the leaves of the quadtree that are within the fidelity bound. In Figure 2d , we show the quadtree with leaves refined to meet the single manifold condition and the 2-to-1 rule. The surface mesh was extracted from a pre-defined intersection edge look-up table (shown in section 3.1) and displayed by the red segments. The shaded region shows the fidelity zone. Since the surface mesh does not meet the fidelity condition, the octree needs to be split in the next iteration. Figure 2e shows the leaves whose two-sided Hausdorff distance of either side is larger than the fidelity bound in Figure 2d having been split into four children and then the quadtree having been refined once more to meet the single manifold condition and the 2-to-1 rule. The red segments show the surface mesh, which still does not satisfy the fidelity condition. In Figure 2f , the quadtree leaves were refined to meet the single manifold condition and the 2-to-1 rule, and the surface mesh respects the fidelity condition. The red segments show the surface mesh. It is the final mesh boundary. Figure 2g shows the fine mesh constructed from a pre-defined two-dimensional triangle look-up table (shown in section 3.2). Figure 2h shows the decimated mesh which maintains the quality, the topology of the underlying object and the fidelity bound. We elaborate each step in the following sections.
Construction of the octree
The algorithm first constructs an octree that completely encloses all the materials (except for the background voxels) from the bitmap. The boundaries between the octree leaves correspond exactly to the boundaries between the voxels. Besides that, an extra space between the materials and the exterior boundaries of the octree should be equal to or larger than the user specified fidelity bounds. Initially, the algorithm splits the octree until the leaves satisfy the single manifold condition, and the sizes of the leaves respect the 2-to-1 ratio. Then it generates a waterproof surface mesh which is homeomorphic to the the boundaries of the materials from a pre-defined intersection edge look-up table. It computes the two-sided Hausdorff distance between the boundaries of the mesh and the boundaries of the materials in each leaf. It splits the leaf into 8 children if the Hausdorff distance of either side is larger than the user specified fidelity bounds. If at least one of the leaves was split due to a violation of a fidelity condition, the current surface mesh is discarded. The algorithm iteratively checks the single manifold condition and the 2-to-1 rule, and generates waterproof surface meshes until the two-sided Hausdorff distance respects the user specified fidelity bounds.
Waterproof surface mesh
To generate the waterproof surface mesh, we use an approach reminiscent of the Marching Cubes algorithm [13] . There are three main differences between the classic MC and our algorithm: first, MC processes on a rectilinear grid with uniform size, while our algorithm processes on a balanced octree. Second, MC evaluates the boundary distance function f at the vertices of each cube to two values, positive or negative. In contrast, our algorithm evaluates the vertices of a node to three values: positive, negative and zero. For vertices lying inside of materials, a vertex could be inside of one material but be outside of another. For the ease of assigning values, after we construct the octree root, we presplit the octree until each leaf contains at most two materials. A vertex of a leaf evaluates to positive if the vertex is located in the material whose label is larger between the two materials, to negative if the vertex is located in the material whose label is smaller and to zero if the vertex is located exactly on the boundary between the materials. Third, MC approximates the intersection of the isosurface with that cube using triangles from a look-up table defined based on a cube. However, for our algorithm, the templates on cubes would be cumbersome, because there would be 3 8 cases to be analyzed in the uniform background grid case or even much more for the graded case. Instead, we designed an intersection edge look-up table on squares for each cube face, so there are totally only 3 4 entries in the table. For each of the proper boundary leaves, the intersection edge look-up table generates intersection edges on the cube faces, and the triangular patches are generated by connecting those intersection edges with the center of the cube. The idea of designing the table is to connect all the zero valued vertices. Those zero valued vertices include the vertices of the cube located exactly on the boundary of the materials, and the vertices that are generated by calculating the central point along an edge of the cube whose two ends have the opposite values. We list all possible stencils in Figure 3a by grouping cases with the opposite relations to the vertex value in all corners into one case and also grouping rotationally symmetric cases. Figure 3b shows the rules for the case of the second row first column in Figure  3a . Solid edges correspond to one set of rules, while dashed edges show another feasible set of rules. If the two different set of rules are used on a common face shared by two cubes, the sets of triangles created in both cubes form a hole in the surface at the shared face. To avoid this ambiguity, the set of rules the solid edges that correspond to is always used in this paper. For the boundary leaves that contain only one material, the intersection edge look-up table is not used. We generate triangular patches that are same as the leaf face if every voxel that is incident upon this face is adjacent to a voxel of a different color. Figure 4a shows an octree leaf whose faces are shared by neighboring cubes of the same size. The triangular patches are generated by the intersection edge look-up table. In the case of a face of the octree leaf being shared by four smaller neighboring cubes, the consistency is not always guaranteed. For example, in Figure 4b we show a leaf whose left face is shared by four smaller neighboring cubes. From the leaf side of the view, the intersection edge generated for the left face of the leaf should be edge ab (shown as a blue dashed segment). However, from the four smaller neighbors' side of the view, the intersection edges generated for the same face should be edge ac and edge cb (shown in red dashed segments). The inconsistency in the shared face of neighboring leaves leads to a hole in the surface mesh.
As Kazhdan M. et al. [10] pointed out, the polygons must satisfy two properties to result in a watertight surface mesh: the extracted intersection edges on cube faces must be closed loops and each intersection edge in the mesh must be shared by exactly two polygons. We process the octree leaves in the order of their size, starting with the smallest. We duplicate the intersection edges from the processed neighbors (including the neighbors of same size and of smaller size), and generate new intersection edges for the faces that are shared by the neighboring cubes which have not been processed. Then we check if the intersection edges (unique) from the six cube faces form a cycle. If all the intersection edges do not form a cycle (including the case when the set of intersection edges is empty), the triangulation on this leaf needs to be discarded and the leaf needs to be split. We use the fan-like triangular patches to approximate the image boundary in each proper boundary leaf. In Figure 4c , the consistency is considered by duplicating the intersection edges from the four processed smaller neighbors. Since the intersection edges from the six cube faces form a cycle, also the duplication of the intersection edges make them shared twice, the surface mesh of our algorithm is guaranteed to be watertight. 
Two-sided Hausdorff distance
The mesh has to provide a close approximation of the object shape. We measure the closeness by the fidelity tolerance, quantified by the two-sided Hausdorff distance from the mesh to the image and the image to the mesh. For image boundary I and mesh boundary M, The two-sided distance is: The zero two-sided Hausdorff distance bound means that the boundaries of each extracted material in the tetrahedral mesh is aligned with the voxel boundaries. To measure the Hausdorff distance from the surface mesh to the boundaries of the image, we construct the second octree (in the implementation, we make the two octrees one with common ancestor for efficiency and storage purpose). We compute the Euclidean distance transform [15] (EDT) of the extended image (same size as the octree), and split the octree until the distances of EDT of all the voxels in each leaf are either larger than the input fidelity bound, or smaller than or equal to the input fidelity bound. We mark the leaves that are within the input fidelity tolerance. If one of the triangular facets of the surface mesh in the leaf intersects at least one of the leaves marked as outside the fidelity tolerance, the fidelity condition is violated and the leaf is split. To measure the other side, we compute the shortest distance from each image boundary vertex in the leaf to the triangular patches of the surface mesh. If one of the image boundary vertices has a shortest distance larger than the fidelity tolerance, the fidelity condition is violated and the leaf is split. If the fidelity condition is satisfied in the leaf, we assign each of the image boundary vertices to its closest triangular patch for later use in the mesh decimation step.
Filling in the octree
We fill the octree leaves with high quality tetrahedra using a pre-defined triangle look-up table. The template triangles of the triangle look-up table should respect the intersection edges of the intersection edge look-up table, which means that the intersection edges should be the edges of the template triangles. We list the stencils that correspond to the stencils of the intersection edge look-up table in Figure 5 . Theorem 3.1. All dihedral angles are above a user-specified lower bound which can be set to any value up to 19.47
• .
Proof. The key to prove theorem 1 is to prove that the bound on the dihedral angles before mesh decimation is 19.47
• . Since our mesh vertices have finite number of locations in the octree leaf (either on the corners or on the quarters of the leaf edges, except the center of the cube), we obtained a minimum dihedral angle of 19.47 • by analyzing all possible resulting leaf triangulations; see Figure 6 . So the user-specified lower bound can be set to any value up to 19.47
Mesh decimation
Similar to the LD algorithm [6] , the vertex removal operation is used to coarsen the mesh. The detailed operation can be consulted in the paper [6] , here we only discuss the merging conditions. A vertex can not be merged along an edge to another vertex if it violates the following requirements: 1. The quality requirement, i.e., if at least one of the newly created elements, as a result of a sequence of merges, is inverted or its dihedral angle is smaller than the input quality angle bound, the merge is discarded. 2. The fidelity requirement, i.e., if at least one of the newly created mesh boundary facets has at least one-sided Hausdorff distance larger than the input fidelity bound, the merge is discarded. To evaluate the Hausdorff distance from the boundaries of the submesh to the boundaries of the corresponding material, if one of the newly created boundary triangular facets intersects at least one of the leaves marked as outside the fidelity tolerance, the fidelity requirement is violated. To evaluate the Hausdorff distance from the boundary of each material to the boundary of the corresponding submesh, for each boundary triangular facet we maintain a cumulative list of the image boundary vertices. The image boundary vertices were first assigned to the triangles of the surface mesh during the fidelity check of the octree construction. Each image boundary vertex was assigned to the closest triangle. After each merge, the image boundary vertices of the boundary triangular patches that are incident upon the merged vertex are reassigned to the closest newly created boundary triangular patches. If at least one of the image boundary vertices, as a result of a sequence of merges, is further away from its closest mesh boundary triangular patches than the fidelity tolerance, the merge is discarded. 3. The topological equivalence requirement, i.e., if the homeomorphism is not maintained during an operation of merge, the merge is discarded. We apply the following rules to maintain the original structure of the inter-material boundaries: (1) Boundary vertices only merge to boundary vertices. (2) For each boundary vertex we also maintain a cumulative list of the octree leaves it belongs to. The merge happens if the union of the set of octree leaves of the merged vertex and the set of the octree leaves of the destination respect the single manifold condition, i.e., the image boundary edges (or faces) of the union form only one (n − 1)-manifold with boundary. Specifically, suppose boundary vertex a merges to boundary vertex b. L a denotes the set of octree leaves that contains a, and L b denotes the set of octree leaves that contains b. Notice that L a ∩ L b may not be empty. If L a ∪ L b satisfy the single manifold condition, the merge operation can be executed. We show two examples in Figure 7 for an illustration. In Figure 7a ,
Because the image boundary edges in L a ∪ L b form a manifold with boundary, a can merge to b. In Figure 7b ,
Because the image boundary edges in L a ∪ L b form two manifolds with boundary, a cannot merge to b.
Theorem 3.2. The boundary of the mesh produced by the proposed algorithm is homeomorphic to the boundary of the input image.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. Basis step: There is a homeomorphism between the image boundary and the surface mesh before decimation. Inductive step: For the inductive hypothesis we assume that after the kth decimating operation, the boundary of the mesh is homeomorphic to the boundary of the image. Under this assumption, we show that after the (k + 1)-th decimating operation, the boundary of the mesh is homeomorphic to the boundary of the image. We prove the basis step. Due to the single manifold condition, the intersection of the image boundary with each of the boundary leaves forms an (n − 1)-manifold with boundary, n being the dimension. We approximate the (n − 1)-manifold with boundary in the leaf using the fan-like triangular patches. The fan-like triangular patches also form a (n − 1)-manifold with boundary by the way we construct it. So there is a continuous deformation between the image boundary and the triangular patches in the leaf. Thus, there exists a continuous mapping between the two manifolds with boundary such that the mapping is a bijection, continuous, and the inverse function of the mapping is continuous. Therefore, in every leaf, there is a homeomorphism between the boundary of the mesh and the boundary of the image. Then we have a global homeomorphism between the boundary of the mesh and the boundary of the image.
We prove the inductive step. Assume that after the k-th decimating operation, the boundary of the mesh is homeomorphic to the boundary of the image. This step also depends on the single manifold condition, but instead of checking on only one leaf, the condition is verified on several leaves. So if the image boundary edges in these leaves satisfy the single manifold condition, there is a continuous mapping between the image boundary and mesh boundary. Thus, after the (k + 1)-th decimating operation, the boundary of the mesh is homeomorphic to the boundary of the image. This completes the inductive step.
Experimental results
We evaluated the proposed Homeomorphic Octree Refinement and Decimation algorithm (HORD) on both synthetic and real medical data. All the experiments were conducted on a 64 bit machine equipped with two 3.06 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon CPUs and 64 GB main memory. The algorithm was implemented in C++. We used integer arithmetic, avoided expensive mathematical functions such as trigonometric, square root, and floating point division, and customized memory allocations to improve the performance. Besides, we minimized computation through out the whole implementation, for instance, each leaf was checked only once for the simple manifold condition, no matter how many iterations it has been through; only the leaves whose neighbors have split need to be checked the second time in the octree balancing after the first iteration. Memory overhead also was given extra concern: first, we avoided redundant storage. For example, we implemented the two octrees one with common ancestor. Second, we stored pointers instead of objects. For example, each boundary vertex maintained only a list of pointers of octree leaves that it belongs to. Third, we freed memory as soon as possible. For example, after each iteration, we deleted points and surface triangles if they were of no use, and deleted the distance transform right after we constructed the fidelity zone. The simple manifold condition does not induce extra refinement of the octree, because in most of the cases one needs to fulfill other conditions such as small Hausdorff distance bounds. Nevertheless, our algorithm can run on a desktop even with a very large three-dimensional image. Our algorithm does not deal with noisy data, because our simple manifold condition maintains every manifold in the original topology. For the 3D visualization of the final meshes, we used ParaView [1] , an open source visualization software. In this section the barred symbolsH,h, andθ stand for the bounds that are guaranteed by the algorithm, while the regular symbols H, h, and θ represent the values measured from the output meshes. Figure 8 shows the output meshes of our implementation and the LD algorithm on Cassini of a fixed size of 100 × 100 × 100 voxels. Each voxel has side lengths of 1 unit in x, y, and z directions. We set the symmetric Hausdorff distance bound to 2 voxels and the minimum dihedral angle bound to 19.47 • . It is clear that the presented HORD algorithm maintains better topology than LD.
The size of the knee atlas is 512 × 512 × 119 voxels and the size of the abdomen atlas is 512 × 512 × 219 voxels. In knee each voxel has side lengths of 0.27, 0.27, and 1 units in x, y, and z directions. In abdomen each voxel has side lengths of 0.96, 0.96, and 2.4 units in x, y, and z directions. Before meshing the atlases, we resampled them with voxels of equal side length corresponding to the smallest units so that we can obtain equally spaced images, the final meshes produced on them and their corresponding cut views. A histogram of all dihedral angles is shown for each example.
In Table 1 we show the comparison of the output mesh size and the total run time of the HORD and LD for the knee atlas and the abdomen atlas. We fixed the two-sided Hausdorff distance bound parameters, and vary the dihedral angle bound using values of 10
• , 15
• , and 19.47
• . As we can see from Table 1 , the output mesh size is low whenH(I, M) is high, and the final mesh sizes decrease as the dihedral angle bounds decrease. WhenH(I, M) = 0 andH(I, M) = 1, the sizes of HORD meshes are slightly smaller than the sizes of LD meshes. However, whenH(I, M) = 2, the HORD algorithm generated a significantly smaller number of tetrahedra compared to the number of tetrahedra generated by the LD algorithm. We conclude that the HORD algorithm performs better in terms of the number of tetrahedra than LD algorithm even though it maintains the topology. WhenH(I, M) = 0 andH(I, M) = 1, the processing time of the HORD algorithm is 10% to 20% slower than the LD algorithm, however, whenH(I, M) = 2, in most of the cases the HORD algorithm is slightly faster than the LD algorithm. We also conducted experiments using open source mesh generator Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) and compared the performance with the performance of our HORD algorithm. Table 2 presents the experimental evaluation of the I2M conversion functionality make mesh 3 offered by CGAL. We varied the value of parameter facet distance, and computed the two-sided Hausdorff distance h(M, I) and h(I, M) from the final meshes generated by CGAL. h(M, I) and h(I, M) are measured by resampled voxel unit as we did in our algorithm so that the two algorithms has the same measure of Hausdorff distances. We also list the final number of tetrahedra, the minimum dihedral angle (measured in degrees) and the total running time (measured in seconds) by CGAL. From this table, there is no obvious relationship between facet distance and h(M, I). Further more, the values of h(I, M) in all the cases are unreasonably large. We conclude that CGAL can only approximate one-sided Hausdorff distance, while the proposed HORD algorithm can always guarantee that the Hausdorff distance bound is two-sided. CGAL improves mesh properties such as the dihedral angles using a combination of optimization algorithms (with parameters lloyd() and odt()), however, we could only obtain the best minimum dihedral angles 2.52
• . In contrast, our best minimum dihedral angle bound is 19.47
• . 
Conclusion
We presented a novel approach for automatic construction of two-and three-dimensional unstructured meshes of multi-material images characterized by (i) guaranteed dihedral angle bound for the output tetrahedra, (ii) guaranteed bounds on two-sided Hausdorff distance between the boundaries of the mesh and the boundaries of the materials, (iii) the mesh boundary is proved to be homeomorphic to the object surface, and (iv) a small number of mesh elements. Our algorithm creates coarse meshes with relatively few large elements. The applications of the algorithm include mechanical modeling for finite element simulation, computational medicine and computational biology such as medical imaging, image registration, surgical simulation, and image-guided intervention. Despite multiple performance optimizations in the presented implementation, there is still space to improve the run time. There is also some space to improve the size of the mesh. For example, the topological requirement in the decimation is only a sufficient condition. Our future work is to further improve the performance in terms of the runtime and element size.
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